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Abstract: In the last decade, it has become increasingly apparent that neuropsychological deficits and
impairments are associated with HIV infection. Given that antiretroviral therapies have extended the
life expectancy of HIV-infected persons, it becomes critical to focus on the physical and mental health
of these patients. Understanding the neuropsychology of HIV disease can provide insight into
improving mental health, functional capacity and overall quality of life for persons living with
HIV/AIDS. Furthermore, clinicians may be better able to assist patients to manage their symptoms,
thereby increasing the number of patients who are able to successfully maintain difficult treatment
schedules. In addition, it is equally important to understand the potentially exacerbating effects of
various factors. One such factor is substance abuse, which has been associated with various
neuropsychological impairments, irrespective of the substance of abuse. Therefore, a more complete
understanding of the effects of substance abuse on the progression of impaired cognitive processes and
functioning can allow for an enhanced evaluation and management of those patients who live with
HIV disease and who suffer from substance abuse disorders. As such, the present paper provides an
overview of the neuropsychology of HIV and substance abuse, as well as of the available research that
has examined the potential interaction effects between HIV disease and substance abuse. The
implications of the findings as well as directions for future research are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

related cognitive processes and functioning, is
important for the enhanced evaluation and management
of patients living with both HIV/AIDS and substance
abuse disorders. The co-occurrence of HIV disease and
substance abuse disorders may lead to compounded
medical and psychiatric complications, difficulties with
HIV medication compliance and poorer treatment
outcomes (beyond those associated with HIV disease
alone). With a greater understanding of the etiology and
course of the neuropsychological consequences of HIV
disease and substance abuse, new avenues for
prevention and treatment can be developed.
Comprehensive neuropsychological assessments that
consider both HIV disease and substance abuse may
allow for the early detection of complications before
irreversible neuronal damage occurs, which may
facilitate the development and implementation
of appropriate and
targeted therapies
and
treatment.
However, in order to develop and implement
appropriate and effective therapies and treatments for
those living with both HIV disease and substance abuse
disorder, it is imperative to be cognizant of research
that has been conducted in the area. As such, this
review examines the research in a number of areas,
including the neuropsychology of HIV disease, the
neuropsychology of substance abuse and the potential

HIV/AIDS continues to be a global problem, with
more than 40 million living with the disease reported at
the end of 2005[1] In view of the fact that combination
antiretroviral therapy has extended the life expectancy
of most HIV-infected individuals, it becomes critical to
focus on the physical and mental health of these
patients. Therefore, there has been great emphasis, in
the recent past, on neuropsychological studies
(including the associated complications) among HIVinfected persons.
Prevalence of neuropsychological complications
increases with disease progression and the presence of
impairments is associated with earlier mortality. As
such, understanding the neuropsychology of HIV
disease can provide insight into improving mental
health, functional capacity and overall quality of life for
persons living with HIV/AIDS. Furthermore, by
comprehending neuropsychological complications,
clinicians may be better able to help HIV-infected
patients manage their symptoms, which, in turn, may
increase the number of patients who are able to
maintain difficult treatment schedules[2].
In addition, a comprehension of the scope of the
neuropsychology of HIV disease, including the
potentially exacerbating effects of substance abuse on
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dementia is usually a poor prognostic sign in HIV
disease and is often predictive of approaching mortality.
However, a fourth classification or stage recently has
been included: neuropsychological deficits. This stage
is categorized as pre-asymptomatic neuropsychological
impairment with some abnormality or change in one
cognitive ability area[5].
Usually, HIV-infected individuals will develop
some degree of neuropsychological dysfunction, with
more pronounced impairment emerging in later HIV
disease stages. Since the introduction of HAART, the
incidence of HIV dementia has decreased by
approximately 50%[10]. While the incidence of dementia
has decreased significantly and patients are living
longer as a result of HAART, prevalence of less serious
HIV-associated neurological impairments may be
increasing and can occur even during potent
antiretroviral treatment[11].

interaction of HIV disease and substance abuse. In
addition, implications for future research are discussed.
The
neuropsychology
of
HIV/AIDS:
Neuropsychology can be defined as applied
neuroscience and is broadly focused on understanding
brain-behavior relationships that may be impacted by
brain injury or disease, such as cognitive, sensorimotor,
emotional and general adaptive capacities of the
individual[3, 4]. The discipline encompasses both
neurocognitive and
neurobehavioral processes.
Neurocognitive processes include perceptual abilities,
abstraction and conceptualization, executive functions,
perceptual motor integration, learning, remembering
and attention. Neurocognitive functioning can also be
described in terms of speed, efficiency and flexibility.
Neurobehavioral processes are broader in scope,
including neurocognitive processes and functioning as
well as other brain-mediated behaviors, such as mood
and affect, personality, coping and temperament. It is
theorized that significant changes in the neurocognitive
functioning are the most explicit measures of
underlying pathologic changes in the brain, while
neurobehavioral changes can occur for many nonneuropathological reasons (e.g., change in mood
brought on by unhappy news)[5].
Neuropsychological deficits and disorders are
common in persons infected with HIV. When HIV
enters the central nervous system, disturbances in
neurocognitive functions occur and can vary, not only
by disease stage, but also by disease markers such as
viral loads in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), CD4
counts, the presence of opportunistic infections, as well
as antiretroviral medications[6-8]. The central nervous
system can be impacted by HIV in a number of ways. A
primary neurogenic disorder results when HIV enters
the brain and produces cognitive, behavioral and
neurological abnormalities. A secondary disorder
results in neurobehavioral complications associated
with the progression of immunodeficiency. As HIV
disease progresses toward the later stages of AIDS, it is
possible that a combination of primary and secondary
neurogenic disorders will coexist[9].
For the purpose of categorizing neurocognitive
complications, a three-tiered classification has been
developed:
asymptomatic
neuropsychological
impairment; mild neurocognitive disorder; and HIVassociated dementia. Asymptomatic neuropsychological
impairment is characterized by changes in cognitive
function that do not appear to interfere with day-to-day
functioning but must include mild impairments in two
different cognitive areas. Mild neurocognitive disorder,
also known as minor cognitive motor disorder, includes
impairments in at least one area of life functioning and
in at least two different cognitive areas. HIV-associated
dementia exists when there is impairment in at least two
and usually more, cognitive areas; the impairment must
be of sufficient severity to significantly interfere with
multiple areas of life functioning. The onset of

The neuropsychology of substance abuse: In addition
to HIV-related disease characteristics, a number of
biological, social and psychiatric factors can affect
neuropsychological performance. Demographic factors
such as age, education, sex, ethnicity, premorbid and
co-morbid conditions (including a history of CNS
disease and/or psychiatric illness as well as systemic
illness) have all been found to be independently
associated with neuropsychological functioning[12].
However, one of the major risk factors associated with
neuropsychological impairment is substance abuse. It is
estimated that between 30 and 80% of substance
abusers show mild to severe impairment[13].
Substances of abuse fall into a number of
categories: opiates (e.g., heroin); stimulants (e.g.,
cocaine,
methamphetamine);
sedatives
(e.g.,
barbiturates,
benzodiazepines);
cannabis
(e.g.,
marijuana); hallucinogens (e.g., LSD); inhalants (e.g.,
glue, gasoline); and alcohol, among others. While all
substances of abuse act in the brain to produce their
euphoric effects, substance use and abuse can also
cause brain changes that may lead to cognitive
impairment in numerous areas, including memory,
attention, decision-making, executive functions,
cognitive flexibility and motor. However, neurological
complications vary significantly depending both upon
the substance of abuse and upon which area(s) of the
brain has been subsequently been affected[14-16].
Research with cocaine users has found cognitive
impairments in the areas of attention, learning, memory,
executive functions and cognitive flexibility[17-22]. These
effects are also present among those who consume the
drug in its smokeable form--crack cocaine--and may be
even more pronounced in these users compared to
cocaine users who do not smoke the drug[23-26].
Methamphetamine usage has been reported to be
associated with the impairment of dopamine function
(even after several years of discontinuance) and is
known to affect several brain functions, including
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examining neuropsychological complications of
HIV/AIDS as well as among substance users is quite
extensive, relatively little research has been done
examining the interaction effect of HIV disease and
substance use on neuropsychological functioning. A
number of studies have examined neuropsychological
functioning among substance abusers, with some
samples consisting of all substance users among HIVseropositive and/or HIV seronegative persons[54-57].
However, these studies do not allow for an examination
of the interaction effect between HIV disease and
substance abuse on neurological functioning. For the
studies
that are able to examine the potential
interaction effects of HIV disease and substance
abuse, the findings presented below are categorized
by drug type.

pleasure, mood and movement. Abusers of the drug
have been found to be cognitively impaired the areas of
attention, psychomotor speed, learning, memory,
executive functions and decision-making. Some may
even suffer loss of spontaneous movement, similar to
Parkinson’s disease[27-29].
Opiates have been found to induce impairments in
the areas of attention, information processing, problem
solving, coordination, working memory and
psychomotor speed and performance[30-34]. Furthermore,
research indicates that opiate users in methadone
maintenance
may
have
significantly
more
neuropsychological impairment than those in treatment,
suggesting that methadone exacerbates cognitive
dysfunction in opiate users[35].
Previous research has found neuropsychological
impairments, particularly in the area of memory,
attention
and
learning
tasks,
in
MDMA
(methylenedioxymethaphetamine) users. Additional
research has also found cognitive impairment
associated with other hallucinogenic drugs such as
ketamine and psilocybin[36,- 41].
Past research has found that marijuana users had
impaired cognitive functioning in the areas of memory
and attention, executive functions and cognitive
flexibility and increasing frequency of use was
associated with delayed information processing[20,42-44].
Furthermore, research examining the interaction effects
of MDMA and marijuana revealed that MDMA, when
used in combination with marijuana, produced
psychopathological manifestations than MDMA used
alone[45, 46].
A loss of synapses, resulting from alcohol abuse,
can cause some of the abnormal movements often seen
in alcohol abusers, such as unsteady gait, tremors and
lack of coordination. In addition, other deficits have
been associated with alcohol use and abuse, including
impairments in the following cognitive functions:
memory, verbal learning, abstract thinking, problemsolving, perceptual analysis and synthesis, speed of
information and efficiency, as well as perceptual motor
skills[24,47-53]. Also, research found that when compared
to cocaine, alcohol had more negative effects on
attention and executive functioning[22].
Noting that both HIV disease progression and
substance use and abuse can cause serious neurological
problems--including neuropsychological impairments-it is important to examine the relationships among HIV
disease,
substance
use
and
abuse
and
neuropsychological complications. Specifically, we will
examine the relevant research to determine whether
there appears to be an interaction effect of HIV and the
abuse of substances that accelerates the progression of
neuropsychological complications among HIV-infected
persons who are advancing toward full-blown AIDS.

Stimulants: Several studies have examined the HIV
disease/substance use interaction, the vast majority has
focused on HIV and methamphetamine use. In one
study of 75 individuals, a neuropsychological battery of
tests was administered to and examined separately for
four groups of individuals with different levels of HIV
status and a varying history of methamphetamine use
(HIV+/METH+, HIV+/METH-, HIV-/METH+, HIV/METH-). Upon examining the test results, it was found
that the groups were significantly different with respect
to global cognitive impairment; the HIV+/METH+
group demonstrated the highest rate of impairment
(65%), followed by the HIV-/METH+ group (45%), the
HIV+/METH- group (43%) and the HIV-/METHgroup (20%)[58]. Another study--using a larger sample
(n=200)--found the same significant differences
between the same sub-groups; the HIV+/METH+ group
had the highest rates of global neuropsychological
impairment[59]. Trend analyses for median global deficit
scores (GDS) from the same sample were also
conducted. Groups with only one risk factor (either
HIV or substance use) were combined in order to assess
differing trends between the groups with two risk
factors, one risk factor, or no risk factors. The trend
analyses results for the GDS, as well as for the
individual functions of learning, recall and motor skills,
indicated a monotonic trend among the three groups
and hence an additive risk of the presence of the two
risk factors. Rates of neuropsychological impairment by
group were 58% for the group with two risk factors,
39% for the group with one risk factor and 18% for the
group with no risk factors[60]. Another study of 367
individuals also found the same trend, with
HIV+/METH+ individuals having the highest rates of
neuropsychological impairments (54%), followed by
the HIV-/METH+ group (42%), the HIV+/METHgroup (34%) and the HIV-/METH- group (25%)[61].
This study revealed as well that neuropsychological
impairment
independently
predicted
patients’
assessments of their own cognitive functioning
inventory
(PAOFI)
for
both
groups
of

Neuropsychological complications associated with
HIV/AIDS and substance abuse: While the research
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suggesting an interaction effect[65]. A recent study of 40
HIV-seropositive individuals (12 non-drug users and 17
stimulant users, which included cocaine and/or
methamphetamine) examined sustained attention.
Groups were compared on overall performance
variables, as well as patterns of performance across
time. Compared to the non-drug users, stimulant users
showed a gradual increase in reaction time variability
and omission errors, suggesting that recent stimulant
use among HIV-infected persons adversely affects
sustained attention[66].
One study examined the additive effects of HIV
infection and stimulant dependence on frontostriatal
circuitry, specifically measuring NAA, choline and
myo-inositol[67]. Increases in choline may reflect cell
membrane degradation while myo-inositol is found
primarily in glial cells and its increase is also associated
with membrane breakdown. It is commonly elevated in
individuals with neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s[67-69]. Twenty individuals were categorized
into four groups: seven HIV+/STIM+, five
HIV+/STIM-, three HIV-/STIM+ and five HIV-/STIM. Analyses revealed a significant stair-step effect in
levels of NAA in the anterior cingulate gyrus between
the groups, with the HIV+/STIM+ group demonstrating
the lowest level, followed by the HIV+/STIM- group,
the HIV-/STIM+ group and the HIV-/STIM- group. No
significant effects of HIV and stimulant dependence on
levels of choline and myo-inositol emerged.
One study examined both independent and
interactive effects of HIV disease and cocaine on
neuropsychological performance in a sample of 237 gay
and bisexual, urban-dwelling African American men[70].
Impairments were found to be higher in symptomatic
seropositive
individuals
compared
to
both
asymptomatic
seropositive
and
seronegative
individuals. Moderate to heavy recent cocaine use was
also associated with slower psychomotor speed.
However, no interaction of HIV disease status and
cocaine emerged for any neuropsychological
performance domains.

methamphetamine users, including both HIVseropositive and HIV-seronegative individuals,
suggesting no significant effect of HIV status on
PAOFI scores.
One study examined measures of total learning and
short delay free recall among a sample of 52
individuals, including subgroups, based on HIV status
and methamphetamine abuse. Significant differences
emerged, with a stair-step effect being observed; as had
been seen in prior studies, the HIV+/METH+ group
performed worst, followed by the HIV-/METH+ group,
the HIV+/METH- group and the HIV-/METHgroup[62]. In addition, levels of CSF quinolinic acid
showed a stair-step increase, with the HIV+/METH+
group showing the highest levels. Previous research has
found that elevated concentrations of CSF quinolinic
acid may cause regional brain atrophy and neuronal
damage to structures that mediate critical cognitive
functions[63].
Other studies examining the interaction effect of
HIV and methamphetamine use investigated cerebral
structures and metabolites in the brain. Study data from
103 individuals, combined into the same four groupings
as described above, revealed significant correlations
between reductions in hippocampal volume and
increasing neurocognitive impairments in the
HIV+/METH+ group. However, neither the cortical
volumes nor the basal ganglia volumes showed any
association with neurocognitive impairment for this
group, suggesting an HIV disease/drug interaction for
some areas in the brain but not others[27]. A study of
119 individuals, also grouped into the same four
categories, revealed lower levels of metabolites,
specifically N-acetylasparate (NAA), in the frontal
white matter of HIV-seropositive subjects, regardless of
their drug status, suggesting no exacerbated drug
effect[64]. NAA is a putative marker of neuronal
integrity and can be related to neuropsychological
functioning.
Several other studies have examined the interaction
between HIV disease and substance use/abuse with
other stimulants. In one study, individuals who were
dependent on methamphetamine, cocaine, or both
(STIM+) were examined by HIV status, with 254
individuals from a previous study (who were not
dependent on these substances) being used as control
subjects. Comprehensive neuropsychological testing
revealed an increasing stair-step effect, with 13% of the
HIV-seronegative persons with no stimulant
dependence
having
neurological
impairments,
compared to 39% in the HIV+/STIM- group, 62% in
the HIV-/STIM+ group and 71% in the HIV+/STIM+
group. The presence of stimulants in the urine was also
associated with a heightened rate of impairment. When
those participants whose urine tested positive for drugs
were excluded from the analyses, the rates of
impairment were 38% for those in the HIV-/STIM+
group and 71% for those in the HIV+/STIM+ group,

Marijuana: With respect to neuropsychological
complications associated with marijuana and HIV, only
one study was identified that examined the interaction
effect of these two risk factors. Neurological testing,
intelligence, depression and anxiety were measured in
288 individuals (74 HIV seronegative, 127 HIVseropositive-asymptomatic and 87 HIV-seropositivesymptomatic). Marijuana use was dichotomized: those
who reported having used less than once per month
over the previous year were categorized as a
no/minimal-use group with the remaining persons
categorized as a frequent-use group[71]. Results revealed
a significant interaction effect for HIV disease and
marijuana use with respect to overall impairment
score—the difference between the no/minimal-use
group and frequent-use group was greatest among
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light/non-drinkers, 32 HIV-seropositive alcoholics and
41 HIV-seropositive light/non-drinkers. Magnetic
resonance spectroscopy was used after magnetic
resonance imaging to examine two brain volumes in the
super white and subcortical gray matters. Chronic
alcohol consumption and AIDS were associated with
reduced white matter concentrations of phosphodiester
(PDE) and phosphcreatine (PCr), compared with both
HIV seronegative and clinically asymptomatic HIV
seropositive subjects. A successive decrease of white
matter PDE and PCr concentrations in the order of HIV
seronegative light/non-drinkers, HIV-seronegative
alcoholics, HIV-seropositive light/non-drinkers and
HIV-seropositive alcoholics was found, providing
evidence that adverse metabolic effects of HIV on the
brain are exacerbated by chronic alcohol abuse.

subjects with symptomatic HIV infection. When
individual cognitive functions were examined, a
significant effect emerged for delayed memory, with
the impact of marijuana use being progressively greater
in relation to increasingly severe HIV disease.
Alcohol: Research examining neurological impairments
revealed significant interaction effects between HIV
status and alcohol use/abuse. In one study, 268 adults
were grouped by HIV status and level of alcohol use
(light/non-drinkers vs. chronic drinkers). Light/nondrinkers (LD) were operationally defined as participants
with lifetime average consumption of fewer than or
equal to 45 (35 for women) standard alcoholic drinks
per month without past or current alcohol dependence
or significant periods of drinking more than 45 drinks
per month. Classification as a heavy drinker was based
on self-report of an average consumption of at least 100
(80 for women) standard alcoholic drinks per month for
the prior three years and active drinking at the time of
study (HD). Multivariate analysis of covariance
revealed no significant alcohol and HIV interactions[72].
However, the HD group was stratified into two groups:
currently heavy drinkers (CHD - reporting an average
of fewer than six drinks per occasion of drinking during
the past week) and currently very heavy drinkers
(CVHD – reporting an average of more than six drinks
per occasion during the past week). Using the
trichotomous variable for alcohol status (LD, CHD and
CVHD), significant HIV-alcohol interactions were
revealed. HIV-seropositive persons who were very
heavy drinkers had lower processing speed, when
compared to HIV-seronegative persons. Also, very
heavy current drinking and HIV showed synergistic
adverse effects on aspects of motor and visuomotor
functioning.
Another study of 80 gay and bisexual men
examined neuropsychological functioning among
groups categorized by HIV status and history of alcohol
abuse. HIV-seropositive and HIV-seronegative groups
were analyzed separately; significant interaction effects
for individual neuropsychological measures were
revealed. No differences emerged in functioning within
the HIV-seronegative group between those with and
without a history of alcohol abuse. However, within the
HIV-seropositive group, significant differences
emerged between those with a history of alcohol abuse
and those without such a history. Those who had a
history of abuse showed higher levels of impairment in
the areas of verbal IQ, verbal reasoning and reaction
times[73].
One study examined the effects of HIV infection
and chronic alcohol consumption on cerebral
phosphorus metabolites in order to determine whether
chronic alcohol abuse is a risk factor for the progression
of neurological effects of HIV infection[74]. Ninety-six
individuals were categorized into four groups: 15 HIVseronegative alcoholics, eight HIV-seronegative

Injecting drug use: Studies were identified that
examined neuropsychological functioning, specifically
testing for an interaction between injecting drug use
(IDU) and HIV disease. In one study, 251 individuals
were categorized into three groups: 75 asymptomatic
HIV-seropositive IDUs, 97 HIV-seronegative IDUs and
79 HIV-seronegative non-IDUs. Five cognitive tests
were administered and the results combined to calculate
global cognitive impairment (GCI)[75]. The outcomes
indicated that the prevalence of GCI was significantly
higher in HIV seropositive IDUs, than in either of the
two groups of HIV-seronegative individuals. There
were no differences between IDUs and non-IDUs who
were HIV-seronegative. However, other studies
examining the interaction effect of injecting drug use
and HIV did not find a significant effect with respect to
neuropsychological functioning or levels of agents such
as choline and NAA[76-79].
In one study, 113 individuals were divided into
four groups: thirty-four seropositives who were all exIDUs, 33 seropositives (each of whom was in a
methadone maintenance program), 19 seronegatives
(each of whom had a history of drug use) and 27
seronegatives (none of whom had a history of drug
use). All participants were administered a
neuropsychological
battery
to
assess
neuropsychological efficiency. The seropositive
individuals in methadone treatment had higher rates of
damage and lower rates of execution in all test domains,
compared to the remaining three groups. These findings
suggest an additive effect of methadone on
neuropsychological functioning among seropositive
individuals; however, a history of injecting drug use did
not have the same effect among the remaining HIVseropositive individuals in the sample[80].
Other drugs: Other studies were identified that
examined cognitive functioning. These studies
controlled for HIV status and non-specific drug use,
categorizing individuals who use various drugs as drug
users. One study of 102 persons examined cognitive
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Future directions: A review of the research indicates
that an abundance of studies have examined and
documented the neuropsychological complications
associated with HIV disease and various substances of
abuse. However, the research focusing on the
interaction or exacerbating effects of various substances
of abuse on neuropsychological impairment among
persons infected with HIV was much more limited. Of
this research, the vast majority of the studies focused on
the effects of methamphetamine use and HIV disease
on neuropsychological complications. Research
examining the possible interaction effects of other
substances was scant. Among the available research,
the study findings revealed mixed results with respect
to HIV disease and substance abuse interactions. While
some of the published research indicated an effect of
substance use on neuropsychological complications
among HIV-infected person, a number of studies found
no such effect.
These findings, along with the neurological
implications associated with HIV disease and substance
abuse, suggest a number of avenues should be pursued
in future research efforts. While the separate effects of
HIV disease and substance use on brain structure and
functioning have been well documented, more research
is needed to address the effect of substance use on the
severity
and
progression
of
HIV-associated
psychoneurological complications. However, there is
limited information at this time to indicate that a history
of substance use either accounts for, or interacts with,
HIV serostatus to facilitate the progression of
neuropsychological impairment[5]. Expanding research
in this area is important, considering the implications
that comorbid substance abuse and HIV infection may
have for treatment management, cognitive functioning
and ultimate morbidity[15]. Evidence indicates that
neuropsychological impairment and substance abuse
are associated with an increased difficulty of
medication adherence for HIV-infected persons; as
such, there is a critical need for expanded research in
this area[85].
There seems to be a concerted need for the
development of a comprehensive approach that could
be used to study different substance of abuse, not only
by type, but also by frequency of their abuse among
HIV-infected individuals. The study should also include
internal controls so that a maximum number of
variables can be controlled. This would require the
development of variety of neuropsychological tools that
could address problems associated with a given study
population. In addition, effort should also be
concentrated on poly-drug abuse because this is
becoming increasingly common; there is, at present,
very little information on combined abuse. Longitudinal
studies may allow a more powerful assessment of the
neuropsychological effects of substance use and HIV
disease. Such studies may help to answer the question
as to whether aggressive substance abuse treatment can

functioning in three groups (56 HIV-seropositive drug
users, 19 HIV-seronegative drug users, 27 HIVseronegative non-drug users). Subjects underwent
neuropsychological tests designed to explore cortical
and subcortical function. HIV-seropositive drug users
showed significantly lower performance scores than the
HIV-seronegative groups. There were no differences
between the two groups of HIV-seronegative persons.
Among persons with HIV, progression of the disease
(prior to AIDS) did not determine a decrease in
intellectual performance. Instead, cognitive function
was affected by the chronic and current use of illicit
substances, with the subsequent decline in cognitive
function among the HIV-seropositive group being
attributed to a chronic use of illicit substances rather
than HIV infection[81].
A study of 42 African American women with a
history of drug use examined neuropsychological
functioning among four sub-groups based on HIV
status (seronegative, asymptomatic seropositive,
symptomatic seropositive, full-blown AIDS). Results
revealed no evidence of HIV-related cognitive
impairment in patients in the early stages of HIV;
however, significant deficits in psychomotor processing
and verbal recall emerged. The cognitive deficits in
AIDS patients, however, were not related to the
recentness of drug use[82].
A study of 119 HIV-infected persons, categorized
into two groups (67, at least 50 years of age and 42 who
were 35 years of age or younger) examined
neuropsychological functioning in various cognitive
areas. While there was an age effect on
neuropsychological effect, with older persons having
more impairments, when participants with either a
recent substance use disorder (including any one or
combination of the following: alcohol, cannabis,
cocaine, amphetamines, sedative, opiates, or
hallucinogens) were removed from the analyses, the
rates of in each group did not change substantially,
suggesting no additive effect on neuropsychological
impairments in this sample[83].
In a study of 90 HIV-seropositive individuals,
sensorimotor dysfunction was examined in three groups
based on drug dependency (never dependent, formerly
dependent-prior to one year and currently dependentduring the past year). Substances included were
alcohol, cocaine and opiates. Analysis of variance
revealed no significant effects of substance use-whether drug status was formerly dependent or
currently dependent--on sensorimotor functioning[84].
An early study examined neuropsychological
functioning in 500 individuals (389 seropositives).
While increased rates of impairment at each successive
stage of HIV were found, impairment could not be
explained by recreational drug or alcohol use,
suggesting no additive effect of substance use in this
sample[7].
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help decrease the neuropsychological complications
associated with HIV disease, which may facilitate a
“cognitive safety net” both for individuals with a
history of substance abuse and current substance
abusers who are living with HIV.
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